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In a previous life, I’m selling for a company in Chi-
cago. When I’m not on the road, I’m pounding the 
phones at my desk, generating leads.

Today I’m breezing through my contact manager when 
I stop and stare at the notes section of one record. There’s 
the date of the last call and the time, and next to these are 
the letters lvm, meaning “left voicemail.” Below this note 
is a string of identical calls going back three years. We 
have “left voicemail” for this woman 46 times!

Now, what would you do with a prospect like this?
Here’s my thinking. This woman has not responded to 

one call. So I figure, what is there to lose? I dial, and—sur-
prise—get her voicemail, and leave this message:

“Congratulations! This is Dan Seidman of Corporate 
Recruiting. You have earned our company’s prestigious 
‘Most Elusive Prospect Award.’ We have called you 46 
times—today makes 47—and you have never returned a 
single call. I just wanted you to know that nobody in our 
entire database, with thousands of companies, has ever 
ignored us as frequently as you. Congratulations on your 
award.”

And I hang up.
So, what do you think happens? Ninety minutes later 

the woman calls me!
“You stupid jerk! I don’t have to return anybody’s calls, 

ever. How rude to leave me that message. Don’t ever call 
me again. You’re a jerk.”

I manage to get in, “Wow, I had no idea you’d be upset. 
I’m so sorry . . . ”

And bang! She hangs up the phone.
Oh, man, what did I do? Well, at least she called me 

and not my VP of Sales.
Moments later, the phone rings again. It’s her! She has 

called to tell me how awful she feels popping off at me like 
that. Actually, my message was pretty funny and she does 
use services like ours. Would I please come in to see her 
next week, to talk about what we do?

Yes, she became a client, and no, my VP never did hear 
about my cold-calling strategy.

What happened here?
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What I did is called, in psychology, a “pattern inter-
rupt.” Its roots are fascinating, and you’ll find the strategy 
useful as you learn to better influence others.

Dr. Milton Erickson (who died in 1980) is considered 
one of the world’s great psychologists. His ability to help 
patients change behavior from that which is damaging to 
themselves and others to that which is useful is legendary.

And isn’t changed behavior really the ultimate goal of 
influence?

For example, selling is about change: How do sales 
professionals create motivation or help their prospects 
to change? How do they get them to change products, 
change their buying strategies, change their minds?

Dr. Erickson perfected pattern interrupt and other cre-
ative influence techniques to help patients work through 
the problems that resulted from being stuck in a pattern 
of thinking or behavior. In other words, they had a need 
for change.

As you’ve experienced, people often have a well-worn 
path they’ve beaten into the ground that they’ve chosen to 
follow when encountering situations in which discomfort 
occurs. 

Dr. Erickson revealed how we can move them off this 
path and, by derailing them, open up the possibility of dif-
ferent outcomes, different endings. Funny thing is, all of us 
have probably used pattern interrupt on others in our lives, 
but we didn’t recognize it as a potent psychological strategy.

Who’s ever dealt with a young child who was throw-
ing a tantrum and distracted the kid by pulling out a toy, 
pointing to a pretty bird, or playing music?

We know enough now about this concept to apply it 
in the business world. Returning to the example of sell-
ing, sales pros encounter similar problems every day when 
prospects throw all those worn-out objections at them, 
such as “We don’t have money for this” and “Let me think 
about it” and “Call me in six months.”

We can now train salespeople to respond in an unex-
pected manner that helps them break that bad dialogue 
and create a useful conversation that is more likely to end 

in a decision. Here’s how that jump from the world of psy-
chology to the business world occurred.

The bridge between pure counseling and related busi-
ness applications we are coming to understand today was 
built by Richard Bandler (co-founder with John Grinder 
of NLP), who studied, then modeled Erickson’s tech-
niques before Erickson’s death. Bandler had some fan-
tastic success experimenting, testing pattern interrupt on 
patients in mental hospitals. He decided to find extreme 
cases of antisocial behavior in people who had spent years 
institutionalized and to treat these individuals differently 
than traditionally trained doctors were taught. His results 
proved both astounding and at times humorous.

In one case, Bandler was called in to help deal with a 
man who thought he was Jesus Christ. Here’s a guy who 
insists he is someone he is not, in spite of counselors say-
ing, “C’mon man, you are not Jesus. What makes you 
think that, etc.” These dialogues proved to be all useless 
psychobabble for this patient who is stuck where he is.

Bandler approaches the man and asks if he is Jesus 
Christ. The patient eyes him suspiciously but eventually 
replies that he is. Bandler leaves the room and comes back 
some time later, again asking the man if he really is Jesus 
Christ.

“Yes, my son, what can I do for you?” is the reply. The 
psychologist again leaves the room and returns with two 
huge beams of wood, 12-inch nails, and a big hammer.

The man asks, “What is this about?”
Bandler replies, “Come on. If you’re Jesus Christ, you 

know what we’re here for; we have come to crucify you.” 
The man looks at the size of the nails and quickly says, 

“You don’t understand. I’m not really the Christ. I’m cra-
zy. I just imagine I’m the Christ.”

Pattern interrupt had penetrated a solid wall of defense. 
In that moment the man with the muddled mind is about 
to take the first important step in his healing process.

In another case a patient had been in a catatonic trance 
for more than six years. Catatonia is a state in which a 
person completely withdraws from the world.
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This person had not spoken in six years. He’d wake 
up each day, dress and eat, and walk into the common 
area of the clinic where other patients played ping pong 
and cards, read books, and watched TV. He would stand 
against a wall and stare. All day, every day, he had no con-
nection with anyone or anything except with his food. The 
guy’s family would visit and say, “Honey, please, we love 
you, come back to us.” No response. Drugs did not work 
nor did electric shock therapy (which, by the way, is still 
used today).

Dr. Bandler brings in a red gas can and fills it with 
water and some nail polish remover (to add a smell). He 
walks up to the catatonic patient and splashes “gasoline” 
all over him.

No response.
Bandler steps back, removes a small cardboard box 

from his pocket, and begins to throw lighted matches at 
the man.

Within moments, the patient explodes into a rage, 
screaming foul language at this man intending to set him 
on fire!

Wouldn’t you?
Again, pattern interrupt had broken down bad be-

havior and started the individual off on a path of new 
possibilities.

Okay, you’re thinking, this is interesting, cool. But 
how can I use this in my business life? You’ll learn out-
standing ways to apply all your new influence strategies in 
every facet of your world—leading, managing, even hav-
ing customer service conversations. For now, let’s continue 
to see how to use pattern interrupt in a sales environment.

One of the biggest problems we face as sales profes-
sionals today is a savvy buyer’s ability to put us off and 
get rid of us with some standard responses they’ve learned 
to throw at us for years. You know what they are—hap-
py with what we have now, no money, call back in six 
months—all those things that get the acid sizzling in your 
stomach and the blood boiling in your brain.

We’re done with that, today. Here’s what you’ll want 
to do.

Take your six most common objections (every business 
has six objections that do the most damage to the abil-
ity to close), and for each objection create an unexpected 
response.

In essence, this says to the prospect, “I’m not going 
to play this game with you. It’s not fun, and it’s costing 
me income.” Here’s an example I’ve used with a money 
objection.

Prospect: “This is a tough time. We don’t have money 
for this right now.”

Dan: “What floor are you on?” (pattern interrupt)
Prospect: “Huh, what floor? What do you mean?”
Dan: “Things are bad, that’s rough. I just want to know 

what floor, because when you throw yourself out the win-
dow, I’m wondering whether you’ll die or just break some 
bones.”

Prospect: “Okay, okay. It’s not that bad.”
And we’re back in selling mode, having broken the 

pattern that this prospect has used to dump tons of sales-
people back onto the street outside.

Now, you might be thinking, “I can’t say something 
like that!”

Great sales professionals will say and do things that 
mediocre reps won’t. And they won’t for several reasons:
• They don’t have these strategies in their arsenal, have 

never heard or experienced them.
• They don’t have the guts to get so angry at getting jerk-

ed around by buyers that they’ll try something differ-
ent to overcome that frustration.

• They are simply not serious enough about their sales 
career to take risks that might generate significant re-
ward.
You can use pattern interrupt and have fun doing it. 

Decide today to create some unique responses to objec-
tions, and tell your prospects that you won’t play the 
games they use to mentally mess with salespeople’s heads.

Let’s now look into another simple influence technique 
that will help you understand where you’ll see how to per-
suade someone who is goal oriented as opposed to a person 
who is motivated toward solving problems.
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The Roots of the Secret Language of Influence 
Training Experience

This program will help you understand exactly what 
language will motivate others to take action. This infor-
mation has been used with tremendous success in Europe 
by managers and coaches, entrepreneurs and marketers, as 
well as sales professionals who want to stimulate buyers to 
buy. This data has been psychologically validated, and an 
assessment tool has been created to increase its usefulness.

This information has its basis in Rodger Bailey’s 
Language and Behavior profile. The work earned interna-
tional recognition when it was implemented at Southwest 
Airlines (SWA) in the 1980s and was a key factor in its rise 
to profitability.

Rodger struggled building his business after SWA and 
found it easier to gain acceptance in Europe and South 
America (his wife is from there). He spent more than a 
decade in both countries perfecting his analytical and 
coaching tools.

The concept behind the training is this: Language pat-
terns can identify what triggers and motivates a person. 
Conversely, alternate language can de-motivate them. 
These traits are critical to the sales professional, as they 
can help him or her get in synch with the prospect and 
understand that person’s buying and decision-making pat-
terns. More than 40 identifiable patterns exist. This train-
ing will focus on several that are most important to the 
selling profession. Obviously there are other uses for this 
information. Anyone interested in increasing communica-
tion and influence skills can learn this, from presidents 
wanting approval from their boards to personal friends 
advising others they care for. Let’s focus first on what I 
consider the most useful pattern you can learn.

Customized Conversations
Do we really need to speak to every potential customer 

as if he or she is identical? What if we had an alternative 
to benefit-based selling? What if there was another option 
to the idea that the more information you toss at buyers, 
the more likely some points will make an impression and 

cause the sale to close. We know now that this approach is 
not as useful as it used to be.

I confess that I have contributed to this problem by 
helping fill up the world with schizophrenic sales reps.

In 1988 I had 15 sales reps working for me: Men, wom-
en, big, small, funny, serious, married, single, divorced, 
lousy dressers, clothes horses, coffee, water, and Coke 
drinkers.

All were required to come to work, hit their on but-
ton, and then parrot my sales script to hundreds of people 
every day. Regardless of who they were, they became mine 
when they sold. Their style was a reflection of my beliefs, 
standards, and desires about pitching and responding 
to objections. I had effectively manufactured sales reps 
with multiple personalities by requiring that they leave 
themselves outside the door and adopt another persona 
(designed and dictated by me) to sell. They came, every 
day, to my Island of Dr. Moreau in Glenview, Illinois, and 
turned into sales monsters.

This was bad decision making at its finest.
One day I stood, watched, and listened to the chorus 

of sales songs being sung across our phone lines. My cre-
ations were acting just as I’d taught them to. But I no lon-
ger felt the happy papa, the proud professor. I caught my 
general manager’s eye, and she followed me into my office.

“All of them pitch prospects the same,” I said. “Do you 
think it’s annoying to our market audience that we and 
hundreds of competitors in Chicago say the exact same 
thing on every call?”

Our team made about 1,000 phone calls a day. So was 
our base of prospects hearing tens of thousands of identi-
cal pitches, all day? How can buyers decide which firm 
to use? How do we distinguish ourselves that way? Hope 
we get lucky and catch someone in their moment of dire 
need? Gamble that the sheer numbers will generate a re-
turn on effort?

She shrugged and nodded, her reply echoing my fears.
I went home that evening, determined to heal my team 

of the disease of my poor decision making. I radically 
changed our phone script.
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For one week I made phone calls myself, trying out 
some new language. Every one of us had been raised on 
traditional feature benefit‒style selling. In fact, our cor-
porate office had trained more than 500 locations to use 
traditional sales thinking because there wasn’t another 
option. I was determined to abandon it, simply because 
everyone else was using it.

During that week I had deeper prospecting conversa-
tions than I’d ever had. I landed a very satisfying, highly 
profitable sale and called a company meeting for the fol-
lowing Monday.

Nobody worked that morning. I ran the new script by 
the team and explained the concepts behind using it. We 
did an exercise I designed to teach these concepts and an-
chor the new learning. Everyone was happy, perhaps even 
relieved, to try something new.

We doubled our sales in a month. An amazing trans-
formation shaped our team!

Instead of talking heads repeating our benefits for 
anyone we could land on the phone, we had customized 
conversations with each decision maker.

Our salespeople weren’t exhausted from play acting 
every day. In fact, they were energized by these dialogues. 
Everyone found it was suddenly fun to sell.

Here’s the secret to the new approach. It’s based on the 
age-old battle between good and evil.

We grew up with what is now considered an “Old 
School” approach to selling. We used to use good things 
to attract buyers. However, the change formula tells us 
that frustration or bad things that happen (or are about 
to happen) are more effective motivators than good things 
are. So instead of talking to prospects about benefits, we’ll 
talk about problems or the consequences of the current 
path they’re traveling on.

This is so easy to do that you’ll wonder why you didn’t 
think of this many years and many more lost prospects 
ago. There are three steps to this. An example follows:

1. Take a sheet of paper. Draw a line down the mid-
dle. Write “Benefits” at the top of the left side and 
“Problems” at the top of the right. On the left side 

list all the good things that customers gain from 
your product or service. On the right side list all the 
trouble that customers deal with—until your prod-
uct or service fixes them. These are the problems 
you solve. So “Benefits” is all about the wonderful 
things that make businesses successful and enjoy-
able. This turns happy prospects into delighted cli-
ents. “Problems” is about the vile, unpleasant, nasty 
parts of doing business. These are the surprises that 
ambush our prospects and take them off track. 
   A simple way to compile this (as if it could be 
simpler) is to use your company brochures. Look at 
all your benefits shown, then write down the op-
posite of each (problems) on your page. You’ll find 
that some of the benefits have many opposites. 
   Here’s an example from the automotive industry, 
for selling a new car:

Benefits  
(good stuff to offer)

Problems  
(troubles to solve)

Prestige of owning  
a new car

Can’t take a client to  
lnch in my car

Cool color Old look that says I’m not 
successful

0–60 mph in  
eight seconds

Dangerous to merge  
in traffic

Rides and handles  
like a dream

Feel every bump  
in the road

100-year warranty Surprised by what breaks 
down every month

2. On another page, craft a list of questions that point 
prospects to the problem-solving capabilities of your 
products or services. You will want to ask a couple 
of these questions early in the conversation. The 
variety in your list is important because different 
salespeople with different personalities will choose 
questions they are most comfortable asking, per-
haps based on their knowledge or expertise or expe-
rience in solving that problem. This is where selling 
becomes fun. This is where you begin to generate 
those customized conversations.
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3. Put it into play. Ask one of these questions of a pros-
pect, and see where the conversation takes the two 
of you. The deeper you dig, the better you help that 
person see the danger of trouble breaking down 
plans and dreams for success.

I encourage you to do this exercise with a team of reps 
in your office. If you’re an entrepreneur, get together with 
your networking group or other business professionals and 
work through this concept on each of their businesses as 
well as yours. When I first used this exact exercise at a car 
dealership, I returned a week later to some great stories 
of reps who not only were having better dialogues with 
prospects, but were earning quicker closes as well. One 
salesman asked a man who wandered into the store during 
the day if he sold for a living. On getting a “yes,” the rep 
said, “Can I ask you a question? Are you ever embarrassed 
to have prospects see your car?”

The buyer launched into a story about his strategy for 
parking his old beater vehicle far from the front of a busi-
ness he was calling on. He didn’t want his prospects to see 
his car, or worse, to expect the prospects to ride with him, 
should they go to lunch.

This man who wandered into a car dealership was suf-
fering from the evil impact of his old, beat-up automobile. 
The rep I had trained focused on the bad rather than on 
the benefits. And in his words, “I closed that guy faster 
than anyone I’d ever dealt with.”

This approach works and I want to leave you with an 
old joke that reinforces the ideas you’ve learned here.

Lieutenant Miller was assigned to the army 
enlistment center, where he advised new re-
cruits about their government benefits, espe-
cially their insurance.

Before long, Captain Smith noticed that 
Lieutenant Miller had a near 100% record 
for insurance sales. Everyone Miller spoke to 
bought additional coverage. This had never 
happened before. Rather than ask about it, the 
captain stood in the back of the room and lis-
tened to Miller’s sales pitch.

Miller explained the basics of the insurance 
to the new recruits, and then said, “If you have 
U.S. armed services insurance and go into bat-
tle and are killed, the government has to pay a 
quarter-million dollars to your beneficiaries. If 
you don’t have this additional insurance, and 
you go into battle and get killed, the govern-
ment only has to pay a maximum of six thou-
sand.”
 “Now,” he concluded, “which bunch do 
you think they’re going to send into battle 
first?”

See how the salesman points to problems on the ho-
rizon for his prospects? His key question is a powerful 
motivation tool.

Enforce a ban on schizophrenic salespeople. You don’t 
have to adopt a new personality to sell. Take the time to craft 
your perfect pitch. It’s like giving yourself a healthy raise.

Customized Conversations Wrap Up
Your ability to be flexible when you sell is critical to 

closing a higher percentage of prospects. The Benefits 
vs. Problems exercise is best done with your sales force, 
perhaps at a weekly staff meeting. For entrepreneurs and 
independent reps, get with your networking or some ac-
countability group and design five bullet points that pres-
ent your benefits and five that present the problems you 
solve. Use this to increase your ability to have high-impact 
conversations with potential clients.1

Brown Bear (not the children’s story)
In the 1960s, during the time of flower children and 

free love, my aunt and uncle used to run weapons and 
gunpowder into Israel—on the black market.

Their sporting goods/gun store was in Inglewood, 
California. The area started to go bad, then began to 
get just plain dangerous. They were selling more guns to 
neighboring store owners than to customers. So they sold 
the business.
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About the time of their retirement I was visiting rela-
tives in California, and I was invited, with my brother, 
Eddie, to dinner with these black-market black sheep of 
the family. This cantankerous couple had a gift for each of 
us. I was given a 9mm Uzi (the weapon invented in Israel), 
and Eddie received a Remington .30-06 rifle.

Pretty cool presents. It would have been even more spe-
cial if we were into weapons.

Trust me; the place we’re going in this tale is targeted 
toward plenty of serious sales learning.

So now that little brother Eddie has a hunting weapon, 
he gets invited to go on a bear hunt in Montana. The 
week-long expedition is in rugged territory, so he and his 
friends are on horseback.

It’s late afternoon on day six, the party is at 8,000 feet 
of elevation, and everyone is sitting around, exhausted. 
Heading home tomorrow, nobody has fired a single shot 
because nobody has seen a bear. My brother has a brand-
new gun, and he wants to shoot something.

“Come on, you guys. We only have a little light left.”
Answers range from “There’s nothing out there” to 

“I’ve got saddle sores” to just plain laughter.
He picks up his rifle and walks into the woods. Ten 

minutes of fast walking and he freezes.
Thirty yards away a bear is loping on all fours, and its 

pace quickens as it sees Eddie. The animal stops behind 
a tree. My brother is now standing perfectly still, rifle up 
to his shoulder. Of the minimal information he has ac-
quired on these beasts, one fact is that they have very bad 
eyesight. Like some cartoon character, the bear peeks out 
from behind the tree, moves its head back, and peers out 
again, squinting at Eddie but not seeing him. After a third 
glance, the animal continues on its way.

Eddie squeezes the trigger, and a bullet hits the bear, 
knocking him down. He fires again, and the bear lies still.

Eddie, shaking from both fear and excitement, walks 
up to the bear. Because he doesn’t know if this animal is 
dead, he fires a few more rounds into its body.

He turns and begins to run back toward the camp. The 
men begin taunting him when he arrives. 

“What are you doing? Firing your gun can scare off 
game for other hunters.”

“Did you get your bear? Where is it, in your pocket?” 
“If you killed a tree, we’re not bringing it back with us.”
“No, listen. I shot a bear, a brown bear. You guys have 

to come see this.”
Laughter. “You go and bring the bear back; we’ll wait 

here.”
“Really! Come on. I need help bringing him back.”
The expedition’s outfitter grabs a camera, gets up, and 

follows Eddie out of camp. Ten minutes of searching and 
they come upon the still form of this carnivore with huge 
teeth and claws.

Eddie squats down and drags the animal across his 
back and stands up for pictures. As the animal lies across 
his neck, Eddie begins again to get nervous. His brain 
is abuzz with negative thoughts. “What if it’s not dead? 
What if it’s going to suddenly wake up and sink its fangs 
into my head, while it starts tearing at my face and chest 
with its claws?”

A gurgly, grunting sound escapes from the bear’s 
mouth, and Eddie’s feet freeze as his heart races. Blood, 
bile, and guts gush from its mouth and cover my brother 
with disgusting, stinking liquid. The swollen dead organs 
have exploded and exited the animal’s mouth.

This is beyond gross, but Eddie plows on, walks into 
camp, and drops the carcass of his kill in front of his 
friends. The brown bear is skinned. The hide and skull 
now make a great rug.

When he told me that he shot a bear on his first hunt, 
I had trouble grasping that the tale was true. I asked him 
how he felt when he brought the bear back. My brother 
said, “They didn’t believe me! I was so upset that my fellow 
hunters didn’t believe me.” But he felt vindicated when he 
dropped that bloody bear at their feet. 

When you claim to kill a bear, nobody can deny the 
evidence of its dead body, particularly when you are coat-
ed with its guts. 

The frustration Eddie felt from his disbelieving travel 
partners made me think about concept of evidence.
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I have good news and bad news for you. The good news 
is that evidence is a very powerful tool to sway prospects. 
The bad news is that, in spite of your testimonials and 
endorsements and success stories, evidence is much less 
important than you’ve been taught to believe.

Here’s a selling statistic you can take to the bank: When 
you sell, you are hunting two types of prospects. One is by 
nature external. The other is internal. Each group makes 
up about 40% of your prospects. The final 20% can be 
influenced from either direction of those directions.

What does this mean and how can we use this to sell 
more intelligently? There’s a deep and significant sales les-
son here. Each type requires a different approach. Let’s 
identify the two and discover how to vary our approach 
as we sell them.

Identifying the Internal Animal
Decisions are made based on a person’s own experience 

and internal standards. An internal person can have dif-
ficulty accepting others’ opinions, even good ones. This 
individual also gives little feedback to others, so you might 
be in the dark when trying to figure out what’s going on in 
this person’s mind. Evidence is only useful if it agrees with 
this individual’s opinions.

Identifying the External Animal
These people need outside feedback; testimonials are 

powerful ways to influence them. Information from other 
sources is necessary to help them make decisions. Evidence 
is a potent, persuasive tool in motivating this animal to buy.

Selling the Internal Buyer
We tend to automatically sell prospects as if they are 

external. You and I have been taught how critical it is to 
dump evidence in front of prospects in order to persuade 
them. “We’re the biggest.” “Surveys say we’re the best.” 
“We’ve been around the longest.” “Here are pictures of our 
plants in China, Brazil, Antarctica.” You get the idea.

You want to keep from bludgeoning buyers with your 
materials. Instead, use language with this animal such as 

“You know what’s best here”and “I need your opinion” 
and “Only you can decide what makes the most sense.” 
You will talk to that internal voice that tells them that 
they know what to do. In fact, that voice often questions 
the credibility of others with whom they don’t agree. The 
safest thing to do here is to encourage them to make the 
call. If you discover that your evidence, your testimonials, 
case studies, and more agree with how these people think, 
then, and only then, can you bring it out to reinforce their 
personal knowledge and experience.

Selling the External Buyer
We can share our evidence with our external buyer, 

but we should reinforce that data with motivating words, 
such as “Think how highly others will view you when you 
decide to do this” and “Top authorities in your industry 
agree that our product.”

I recently coached a sales manager at a private tennis 
club. All of his reps were being taught to sell with internal 
words. For example, they sat down with women and said, 
“Think how great you’ll feel when you look in the mirror” 
or “Think how happy you will be to become a much better 
tennis player.” 

I told the manager that his team had to have the nerve 
to ask questions, such as “Does your husband think you’re 
fat?”

“I can’t ask that!” 
“No, you can’t, but it’s a different kind of question. 

And you could benefit by learning how different it is.” I 
continued by explaining how to have a dialogue with in-
ternal and external types. I wish you could have seen that 
sales manager’s eyes as the truth of this concept crept past 
his ears and into his brain. He knew and you know that 
there is something to this.

He then asked the question that you should be asking 
about now: “Cool idea; it makes so much sense. But how 
do I identify which person is which type?”

It shouldn’t surprise you that the answer is discovered 
by asking a question. Try one of these:
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“How do you know you’ve done a good job?” or “How 
do you know you’ve made a good decision?”

The answer that tips you off as to whether prospects are 
internal or external is simple. It will be about themselves 
or about others. Their answers might be one of these:

“I’ll just know it’s right because my experience tells me 
that.” (internal)

“My company will perform better and my reps will 
make more money.” (external)

Psychologists have identified the value of changing lan-
guage for internal and external people for almost 30 years. 
This significant strategy can be extremely potent for your 
sales life. 

Go first and try this question on friends and colleagues 
and family. You might be surprised by how little you know 
about what motivates the people who are close to you. 
Then, after you’re done practicing on your peers (and not 
your prospects), you are ready to sell both the external and 
internal prospect.

Bear in mind the true value of evidence and when it 
could be worthless on a sales call. Now, when potential 
customers don’t believe you, it can actually be okay, even 
worthwhile, in advancing your sale.

External or internal—which are you? 
External or internal—which one is your prospect?

Gold Coins—Real, Pure Gold
“The words you use as a sales professional are your gold 

coins.”
—Dan Seidman, salesautopsy.com
One of the most brilliant word masters in the world 

was the comedian George Carlin. He juggled words and 
phrases and directed them to wonderful, unplanned des-
tinations. This amazing blend of humor and logic made 
him money through the laughter of his audiences. I’ll lead 
off my thoughts on language with a favorite Carlin line of 
mine. I hope it brings a smile and inspires you to respect, 
utilize, and make more money through the power of your 
language: “Although the photographer and the art thief 

were very good friends, neither had ever taken the other’s 
picture.”

Sensitivity to language usage is the most neglected area 
of sales training. In fact, even the top three sales train-
ing organizations, Miller Heiman, Sandler Sales Institute, 
and Dale Carnegie, don’t focus on teaching exact wording 
for phone or face-to-face selling. This can be disastrous, as 
it’s the little words that can create or kill a sale.

So our focus here is to be very, very sensitive to words. 
We are in the word business; they make us money, just 
as best-selling authors and comedians are paid for their 
mastery of them.

Here are five language strategies for you to use that will 
increase your power to influence prospects. Many more 
will be included in my next book on the topic of sales lan-
guage. Details will be posted soon on my website, www.
salesautopsy.com.

1. Minimizers: These are words that erode the value of 
our conversation and therefore our product offering.

Examples are the use of only or just. Placing these terms 
into a sentence undermines the impact of the presenta-
tion. The most common introductory phrase in telephone 
sales is “I only wanted to talk about. . . .” Do you really 
want to begin a relationship by positioning your ideas as 
frivolous or of minimal importance? Do you want to send 
a message that your product or service is not worth serious 
and immediate attention? Minimizers do just that! Often 
a gatekeeper to the decision maker will unconsciously 
pick up on your word only or just and dump your attempt 
to present into the “not really important” category. You 
just helped him or her keep the buyer from dealing with 
matters of low-level concern (that would be you). Delete 
these minimizers from your dialogues when selling on the 
phone and face to face.

2. Euphemisms: These are safe words that deny the 
reality of our job.

An everyday example is the use of the phrase “passed 
away” rather than “died.” George Washington didn’t 
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“pass away” (whatever that really means); he “died.” I’ll 
share two examples that hamper our expectations and 
performance in the business world. We love the word 
marketing. In reality, this euphemism could be replaced 
with the words lead generation. If these pre-sales efforts 
result in business, a lead has been generated—success ar-
rives! If marketing doesn’t work, we currently can bail out, 
knowing that marketing is often about education or mind 
share. I don’t know about you, but I don’t have time to 
do anything with my “marketing” dollars but to gener-
ate business. “Lead generation” is the real term we should 
be using. It holds our “marketing” people accountable for 
producing effective efforts that offer warm prospects that 
our salespeople can close.

The other term that dilutes our selling success is the 
popular title “account executive” rather than “sales rep.” 
Of course, there are many more similar euphemisms, such 
as “business” or “client development rep.” Simply put, if 
an account executive doesn’t sell, he or she doesn’t eat. The 
trouble here is that we are salespeople, and if we don’t wear 
that tag, we mentally become account managers or client 
development people. All of our activities should be direct-
ed to creating selling relationships. “Managing accounts” 
and “developing business” are simply mushy phrases that 
indicate we are afraid of the public image of salespeople. 
So we drop the word sales from our title. We are who we 
are—sales professionals. We go to the bank when we sell. 
These politically or corporately correct euphemisms that 
reveal the fear of being labeled as a salesperson will bite us 
in the wallet. Understanding euphemism will help us be 
aware of prospects’ use of them as well. Has anyone ever 
heard a prospect reject us with a phrase such as “We’re fine 
with our existing relationships”? “Existing relationships” 
is a euphemism for the “salesperson or vendor we currently 
buy from.” A strategy here might be to call them on their 
comment with something like “You mean everything is 
going well with the company that sold you your current  
. . . ?” Here we reverse the use of a euphemism by tagging 
the current vendor as someone who “sold” the buyer. Of 
course nobody likes to be sold. And we, in this case, want 

to be developing a relationship to replace the person who 
sold that company. This example is perhaps too brief and 
is just intended to elevate your awareness of how this lan-
guage strategy can be both harmful and helpful to you as 
a sales professional.

3. Using the word how versus why in questioning strat-
egies: Why is a horrible word and should be abandoned by 
sales professionals. Here is an excerpt from The Death of 
20th Century Selling on this common word choice:

Why You Should Never Ask Why
Jennifer has just spent two hours attempting 
to sell a software program to a vice president of 
sales. She has shown every piece of marketing 
literature she carries. She has answered every 
question the man asked. It is showdown time.

VP of Sales: Well, I just don’t think we are 
prepared to make a decision today. (The man 
flashes a courtesy smile and shakes his head)

Jennifer: (referring to an earlier benefit) 
Why wouldn’t you be interested in reducing 
your sales team’s prospecting time by forty 
percent?

The smile freezes on the VP’s face, and his 
eyes narrow with Clint Eastwood-like inten-
sity. Jennifer realizes that she won’t be celebrat-
ing a big sale over a steak dinner tonight.

What just happened?
Jennifer has made a Tyrannosaurus-sized 

mistake. She is angry inside. Her stomach acid 
is increasing. After all, hasn’t she just invested 
two hours in educating the prospect about her 
product? But she forces a smile and responds, 
according to her training, with a “why” ques-
tion. Jennifer just put the final nail in her 
commission coffin by choosing one wrong 
word. When she threw the word why into that 
sentence, she questioned the decision-making 
ability of that decision maker. Why implies 
that he is stupid. 
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Think about it. She just gave him thirty-
seven great reasons to buy, and he said “no.” 
The question she really asked him was “Are 
you stupid after hearing all of that, could you 
tell me why wouldn’t you be interested in re-
ducing your sales team’s prospecting time by 
forty percent?”

Why rarely works because, after using it and 
getting stonewalled, Jennifer will most likely 
backpedal and defend the greatness of her 
product, getting argumentative and in essence 
begging for the business. All because she chose 
to toss out why in a question.

Would you like to learn the reasons Jenni-
fer and you do this all the time? Because you 
can bet your granddaddy’s farm that tens of 
thousands of salespeople throw the word why 
at prospects every day.

This little 22-caliber word is a silenced bul-
let to the head of the person hearing it. Here’s 
how that occurs:

Take a time-out for some time travel. You’re 
sixteen years old and have just announced to 
your parents that you’re going to try cliff div-
ing with some friends. Dad looks at you and 
says, “Why in the world would you do that? 
That’s unbelievably dumb, what a stupid de-
cision, did I raise an idiot? Blah, blah, blah.” 
Do you recall having a parent or other adult 
talk to you like that? Do you think it’s a smart 
move to throw the prospect’s unconscious 
mind back to that time when he or she was 
verbally beaten up for a choice they made?

Back to the present: Does it make sense that 
this simple word can be an extremely risky se-
lection? To use language like that, to question 
the intelligence of a potential buyer, is simply 
foolish. You are implying that your solution 
is so good, so obvious, that only a fool would 
pass it up.

Thanks for identifying that pothole in my 
path to sales success, you’re thinking. But what 
do I do instead of asking why?

Here’s your strategy for removing why from 
your selling vocabulary:

First, realize that a why question can be an-
swered quite briefly. This answer is probably 
in the form of an objection. To respond to this 
objection, you’ll create an environment that is 
argumentative. Switch one simple word and 
you end up with an open-ended question that 
will draw some incredibly useful information 
from the prospect.

That word is how.
Let’s put our new word to work on this buy-

er’s stall tactic:
VP of Sales: Well, I just don’t think we are 

prepared to make a decision today. (The man 
flashes a stiff smile and shakes his head.)
Jennifer: “Oh, how did you determine that 
we’re not right, at this time, for you?”

Using how discards the “in your face” in-
dictment of the prospect’s intelligence. Using 
how turns the question into a request for the 
process that a buyer has gone through to reach 
his or her decision. Understanding this con-
cept is worth the weight of this book in gold.

Pay very close attention to the psychology of 
how this works. You want to draw out of the 
buyer a process or path the buyer traveled to 
get to a decision. How will help you unpack 
the buyer’s brain and discover how that indi-
vidual makes up his or her mind.

Caution: Most prospects will hear you ask-
ing why, even when you use the term how. They 
will give the quick answer and not describe the 
process you want to hear. You’ll have to gently 
ask the question again, perhaps worded differ-
ently, but emphasizing how. You might need 
to tell the prospect that you are asking how, 
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that is, asking what process he or she engages 
in to decide whether to take on a new product 
or service. When you are doing this, point to 
your head! The unspoken message to the buyer 
is that you’re wondering how his mind works.

If you can determine the process a buyer 
uses to make purchasing decisions, you’re light 
years ahead of your competition.

Take This Wisdom and Walk Away With It
Replace the word why with how. Do it today, 
and do it in your vocabulary at work and 
home. Isn’t it a big personal bonus to under-
stand how your family and friends make de-
cisions? Pay close attention to the words you 
use and the words you feed to others. Your 
elevated communication skills will make you 
more money at work and draw you closer to 
people you care about.2

4. Presuppositions: These are unspoken or lightly ref-
erenced beliefs, such as if and when.

For example, a sales professional who says, “When you 
decide to become a client . . . ” offers the unconscious 
belief that this event, this sale is going to happen. Most 
salespeople say, “If you decide to become a client . . . .” 
That baby word if means that this salesperson is unsure 
of the future outcome of this seller/prospect interaction. 
While buyers may not overtly pick up the difference, their 
unconscious mind knows that the word if is a revelation 
that the person across from them is unsure of his or her 
offering. The buyer’s mind asks, “Why is that?” “Is there 
something not being shared?” Warning signals begin to 
ring in the brain. A salesperson lacking confidence has just 
undermined his or her sale with a tiny, two-letter presup-
position. When creates a future. If kills it.

5. Mind Reading: We often believe we understand the 
beliefs of the other person but can stumble when we don’t 
ask for a clear picture or verbal clarification of someone’s 
position.

I have many amusing stories about this. In fact, it is a 
popular premise for many situation comedy plots on tele-
vision. This can be fun to address but dangerous to ignore. 
Want to take this to a most personal level? We even make 
marriage mind-reading mistakes. When speaking on this, 
I mention it and set up audiences with a question: “By a 
show of hands (while raising my own hand), how many 
of you are married . . . (I pause while attendees raise their 
hands) and miserable?” They laugh—point taken. My 
question was cloudy until I added the phrase “and mis-
erable.” The audience assumed I was leading into a story 
relevant to their relationship with their partners.

An old Henny Youngman joke uses this concept as 
well: “One time I came home and my wife was crying 
because the dog had eaten a cherry pie she made, for me. 
‘Don’t cry,’ I told her, ‘I’ll buy you another dog.’”3 He mis-
read her mind, believing she was upset about losing the 
dog, not her hard work baking the pie. A true story from 
my salesautopsy.com collection reinforces the dangers of 
mind reading. The “postmortem” offers a solution to this 
language problem:

Mind-reading Misfortune
Tim describes his blunder in which he loses 85 

customers:
Cecil was ancient and about to retire. As president of 

his company, he was determined to see that his insurance 
needs were cared for, as well as those of his 85 employees.

As a sales manager I was working with a new sales rep 
on this “orphan” account. Our company specializes in in-
surance benefits through payroll deduction. No one had 
enrolled in any new insurance programs in this group in 
over five years.

My new agent and I could hardly believe it! We were 
just days away from significant commission checks. As the 
new agent and I were opening our calendars to schedule 
a group seminar for the 85 employees, Cecil asked us if 
we offered long-term care (LTC) insurance. Pumped with 
excitement and thinking I could perhaps even write his 
LTC policy that day, I said, “Of course we do. In fact, 
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I believe we have one of the best in the industry. I also 
believe that everyone over 50 should seriously consider 
purchasing LTC.”

I will never forget the look on Cecil’s face. It was as if 
I told him that his grandchildren were fat and ugly. After 
about what felt like three hours of silence, Cecil told me 
that he had explored LTC with several companies and 
thought that type of insurance was “a bunch of crap.” 
Furthermore, he told me that if I thought LTC was a good 
idea I obviously didn’t know my head from a hole in the 
ground and there was no way he was going to do business 
with me. The intensity of his language and the feelings on 
his face made it clear: There was no way to recover from 
my mistake.

Needless to say, we never did meet with the rest of 
the employees, and that meant no commission on that 
account.

Postmortem: Don’t mind read! Tim accurately ana-
lyzed his mistake: “The obvious lesson here is to never as-
sume anything. Just because Cecil was older did not mean 
he was in the market for LTC insurance.” Tim’s best bet 
is to respond to a question with another question. It’s a 
safer play than risking your commission by firing away 
with your benefits and advice. Tim was at the finish line 
and used his final breath to talk about his feelings—final 
breath as in death. If he had only avoided a chance to offer 
his opinion and spent his energy determining his pros-
pect’s concerns as to the reason the question was asked, he 
would have crossed the line. Tim could have maintained 
control over the interview by asking a clarifying question: 
“Obviously you have a reason for asking that question. Do 

you have some concerns or thoughts about LTC?” Then 
when the buyer went on his little tirade against LTC, Tim 
could have downplayed his company’s involvement with 
LTC and stressed the programs Tim had learned were 
important. The ability to ask the right questions at the 
right time distinguishes mediocre from masterful sales-
people. Sell safely, sell more, don’t try to read your pros-
pect’s mind. Ask questions and let those prospects do the 
talking.

In summary, these five language elements—presuppo-
sitions, euphemisms, use of why, minimizers, and mind 
reading—must be tightly controlled by the strongest mus-
cle in our bodies, our tongue. It’s ironic that a co-author 
of the best-selling book of all time never made any money 
off his writing. James addresses the dangers and wonders 
of that strongest muscle with masterful metaphors. The 
tongue, he says, is like three things—a small bit that turns 
a large horse, a small rudder that steers a large ship (even 
when great winds are present), and a tiny spark that sets a 
large forest on fire. The tongue is strong enough to both 
build up and tear down (James 3:3–6). How will you use 
your tongue? I trust that your new awareness of the power 
of language will help you build up your sales career and 
your bank account.
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